PLYMOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY NURSING

Thank you for your interest in Plymouth State University. There are several requirements into the Plymouth State Nursing Program.

Please see the requirements/guidelines below:

* You need to apply by May 1st, 2021, for start date of Fall 2021
* We only accept transfer applicants for the Fall semester
* You will know if you have been admitted into the program by June 15th, admission is not guaranteed as it is on a space-available basis. We will accept internal transfer students before we will accept external transfers
* You need to have a GPA of a 2.67 or above
* You need to have already taken **A&P I&II, General Psychology, and Statistics** and have gotten a B- or higher in all. Successful completion of English Composition is also required.
* You will need to have gotten a proficiency on the TEAS test, 58.7%
* You have to be willing to commit to Plymouth for at least 3 years
* The PSU nursing program is a traditional undergraduate program
* The program requires a significant time commitment for class, clinical and out of class assignments and studying
* Classes are mandatory and offered twice a week during work hours (8am-5pm)
* Clinical days are up to 12 hours in length and mandatory
* Some clinicals may occur on weekends and evening/nights and are mandatory
* The majority of our students are young adults/ traditional age undergraduate students
* This is NOT an accelerated program

* If you have already taken nursing courses unfortunately none of those courses will transfer


Here is a link to our Transfer database that you may find helpful. https://www.plymouth.edu/webapp/banner/psc1/transfer_credit_query/

Nursing is a rather difficult program to transfer into because internal transfer students are prioritized before external transfer students and there is limited space within the program. I’m happy to help if you have other questions, or if you have interest in transferring into another major here at Plymouth State.

I hope this helps, please reach out if I can be of further assistance.

Best,
Karen